Introduction
After the first stage of lunar exploration in the first decade of the 21st century, we obtained enormous amount of data about lunar surface. Kaguya 1) , Japanese lunar explorer, returned approximately 20 Terabytes of data to the Earth. Recently, the data of Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter, American lunar explorer which are now ongoing its mission, became available to the research community and the data amount is more than 133 Terabytes 2) . Such enormous data are virtually impossible to keep in each researcher's computers or even portable media. Therefore, the concentrated data portal is necessary. The servers can be distributed worldwide or nationwide, however, the data should be interchangeable. In such platform, every researcher will access to servers (this situation assumes that all researchers have their own network terminal, and is accessible to the network whenever they want) to browse and analyze the data.
The best way to realize this network-based analysis and data browse platform is to use the technology of GIS (Geographical Information System), widely used in terrestrial research field. Particularly, web-based GIS (Web-GIS) is becoming popular as it requires only web browsers (no special or proprietary software) to use GIS.
The authors are now developing Lunar and planetary data browsing and analyzing platform, called WISE-CAPS (Webbased Integrated Secure Environment for Collaborative Research of Planetary Science). The system is entirely based on web-based platform, open standard compliant. Also, user control mechanism is incorporated seamlessly in this system. Our future prospective for system improvement includes research platform by providing on-line analysis tools and easy-to-use data handling interface. This paper describes system outline and current implementation, and future improvement vision.
System Concept and Overview

Motivation for system development
Currently, there are several Web-GIS based sites for lunar and planetary data, such as Map-A-Planet 3) operated by USGS (US Geological Survey) and Marsoweb 4) , operated by NASA and focusing to Mars Exploration data. These sites offer basic functions of Web-GIS such as data browsing by layered structure and interactive data mapping, display of data upon users' request. However, these sites can only be used for data distribution and browsing since the functions are limited to ones which basic GIS has, and cannot be used for data analysis and sharing, which is required to promote scientific research in group. This is one of the major differences between our WISE-CAPS and these conventional Lunar and Planetary GIS.
As the data storage is shifting from local media to network-based ones, as we say "cloud", these systems should have function to put our (analyzed) data easily online. And, similar to local storage, these systems should have user access control function. It can be also said that the future Web-GIS should have similar method, function and user interface with local software.
The basic concept of WISE-CAPS system was born during our experience in the midst of the lunar and planetary exploration. Recent analysis of exploration data are generally conducted by grouped researchers. This means that there should be some places to meet and discuss research results and share and exchange them. However, recent rapid rise of data amount makes their data exchange difficult by using physical media such as portable hard drives and removable media. Of course, media-based data exchange has a risk of data loss and theft, and such hazards are critical for ongoing exploration which has many confidential matters.
Most of every researcher downloads their data from mission web sites, and then stores them to their desktop and analyzes. This fact means that all data is kept in their own computers and cannot be opened unless they want to do so. This prevents researchers to make discussion and theory forming based on their results. We must also note that these computers are under risk of data loss by disk failure and deletion by operation mistake.
If all data, including raw data and ones which has produced through researchers' analysis, are all in the server, researchers do not need to worry the data loss (as servers generally have backup functions) and can share their data freely to others who are admitted by him/her. This sharing and security functions will dramatically increase efficiency and possibility of grouped scientific research and eventually have an opportunity to create scientific results from large amount of data. This is the goal of our WISE-CAPS system and what other similar system do not have.
System concept
The WISE-CAPS 5, 6, 7, 8) has the following system concept:  System is fully web-based All interface (from and to users) are only via the web browsers, not using any special software. This feature enables us to assure that the operation is all the same in different platform (Windows, MacOS X and Unix, or even in small internet appliance such as iPad or smart phones) We do not need to develop special software to access WISE-CAPS platform and port it to other platforms. This saves much time for system development and we can concentrate on server-based system implementation.
 System is open source based
As open source software is developed and distributed in non-profit basis, we can obtain these software mainly free. The WISE-CAPS system is composed fully of open source software from basic operating system to key component of the system. Also, as these open-source based applications are generally developed rapidly, we can make full use of latest technology easily. Furthermore, open source software generally makes rapid fixation of security vulnerability, and therefore our system can keep safe state by introducing latest version of these software.
 System is open standard compliant Among the system combined with the Internet, the data should be used mutually. This point, interoperability, is one of the most important respects when we create network-based system. Also, as the web is the most accepted open standard, our system should be, and is, open standard compliant. This means that, if other system support the same standard, the data can be exchanged bilaterally.
Our system conforms the Open Geospatial Consortium 9) standard for data exchange. It includes WMS (Web Mapping Server) and WFS (Web Feature Service), exchanging data between servers.  Consideration for large amount of data As noted in Chapter 1, we are handling large amount of data in the WISE-CAPS. System hardware should be capable of store, process and display such data. The WISE-CAPS has powerful servers, and is connected with broad network. Another point of large data handling is that we should not make users feel slowness of data processing. For example, users tend to feel annoyance when they have to reload pages for changing resolution of displayed data. In WISE-CAPS, system minimizes users operation for data handling by using latest web technology such as Ajax (Asynchronous JavaScript and XML).  User access control
The WISE-CAPS system has internal and flexible user access control mechanism. The control settings are easy-to-use and only required user account and password. The details are shown in Chapter 5.
Difference from system used in other regions
Similar Web-GIS system is widely used in other region, notably Earth observation region. Actually, MapServer, main software in WISE-CAPS, is initially developed for Web-GIS system of Earth observation data.
In Earth observation field, most researchers uses previously prepared data (layers) and deduces their research result from these data. The Web-GIS in Earth observation field are designed to prepare many layers incorporating natural and artificial objects.
In contrast, researchers want to display fewer layers in lunar and planetary exploration than in Earth observation. Instead, researcher wants to compare data of specific layers and to find scientific knowledge for comparison. Moreover, many researchers are creating data of their own, and want to compare with one in the Web-GIS. This is the key difference of WISE-CAPS, specialized for lunar and planetary exploration field, from similar system used in Earth observation field.
System Description
Hardware configuration
The system comprises of two servers and one external storage device. One server is dedicated to web server, and another is for database server.
The external storage has approximately 12 Terabytes in capacity. Due to limitation of the operating system, the WISE-CAPS use this storage on halves for each server. The storage is connected using 4.0 Mbps FibreChannel to assure high-speed data transfer.
The servers are connected to JGN-X (Japan Gigabit Network), the experimental high-speed network service provided by NICT (National Institute for Communication Technology). Also, they are connected to on-campus network.
The system is located in the service room of the Information Systems and Technology Center in The University of Aizu.
Software implementation
The operating system of the two servers is CentOS 5, one of the most popular distributions of Linux. CentOS is the freely available operating system, compatible with Red Hat Enterprise Linux which are widely used in enterprise computing, and CentOS are regarded as the most suitable for server use.
Apache web server 10) and PostgreSQL 11) database server, both the most popular web server and database server, are used in WISE-CAPS. Apache web server is operated with PHP 12) , glue language widely used in worldwide websites. The system platform is constructed under them. The key component for data mapping is MapServser 13) , open source program for mapping vector and raster image data.
MapServer can mosaic and create appropriate image data with various image formats. Also, it has capability of handling WMS and WFS server and can interact with other WMS/WFS-compatible servers. It acts as CGI (Common Gateway Interface) with web server.
However, MapServer only produces mosaicked maps, and it needs reloading of web page in every step of change of resolution and viewing points. To minimize page reloading, the WISE-CAPS uses OpenLayers 14) , the JavaScript-based web utility for image display.
OpenLayers has built-in function of Ajax and it brings non-reloading image frame transition upon the change of resolution and viewing points like Google Earth or Google Maps. It also has layer handling utility and image viewing control. By writing small JavaScript code, we can make layer-based web page display easily.
Mapping data
The base layer of WISE-CAPS is currently image mosaic of Clementine data prepared for GIS by USGS 15) . This data covers whole lunar surface.
We now experimentally put some Kaguya images on the WISE-CAPS. The snapshot of display is shown in Figure 1 .
Implementation Example
With using the system installed in WISE-CAPS platform, we created data visualization system of LISM (Lunar Imager and Spectrometer) 1) of Kaguya. The LISM is inclusive term of three imaging instruments of Kaguya, MI (Multiband Imager), SP (Spectral Profiler) and TC (Terrain Camera). These instruments have their individual characteristics, and researchers can produce scientific results by combining these three data. However, we had no tools to display data of these three components in one display. We, using full function of WISE-CAPS, created the tool to display data of three instruments in one screen.
The major point of development in the system is the recognition of difference of data type. The data of TC and MI is raster style, normal image, however, SP data is composed of the combination of location and spectral values (not raster).
To display these different types of data, we created individual layer in the data of each instrument. Normal raster layers are applied for TC and MI data, and WFS server function is used to display SP data. The SP data is stored in database server of WISE-CAPS, and accessed to database managed by PostgreSQL and PostGIS from MapServer using WFS function. The overall display feature is used by layer controlling function of OpenLayers, and dygraphs 16) , JavaScript-based data displaying tool set, is used for visualization of spectral data. Figure 2 shows example of LISM data visualization system. The base layer is TC data (not shown), and three layers, MI data, footprint of SP and footprint lines can be overlapped. The circle in footprint line is the point of data acquisition of SP. In this figure, false-color data crated from MI data are shown as the raster layer. By clicking circles seen in the map in left side, users can show the spectral profile of SP in the right screen as shown in this figure. The "Fly to" button is used for displaying data of the arbitrary place designated in this window. Here the value is set as the location of Tycho crater, and the visualization example is also near there.
Currently, the plot of SP data (right side) does not work properly on some browsers (Firefox and Internet Explorer), and we are now investigating the cause of this trouble.
We are anticipating that this visualization platform, multiple overlay of three kinds of data of LISM, contribute in the advancement of scientific research.
User Access Control Mechanism
The WISE-CAPS is equipped with user access control mechanism based on access control list (ACL).
This access control function is realized by GridSite 17)
, modules of Apache web server. The GridSite module controls access to page (HTML files in server) using GACL (GridSite Access Control List) put on the directory. The GridSite modules reads users' digital certificate and judges whether the user is allowed to access the page. The GACL is XML-based list that describes which users are allowed to access to the resource (files) within this directory.
However, it is unlikely for all users, particularly in Japan, to have digital certificates in their working environment. Moreover, users may want to access from other computers with no digital certificates installed. In such case, the traditional authentication method with ID and password is effective.
In WISE-CAPS, the combination of ID-Password method and digital certificate access are provided. Users first access to proxy server called OGCproxy with his/her ID and password. The proxy server issues digital certificate if a user can authenticate with ID and password. Then, the access request is redirected to the primary server with the digital certificate. The destination server judges the access based on a sent digital certificate.
This user access control mechanism has another merit. In this system, users can for virtual groups called VO (Virtual Organization). Like a group system in UNIX system, the user who belongs to the same group can have same access privilege if an uploaded user permits access to the group. This authentication mechanism is described in Figure 3 .
Discussion
Currently, the system is in prototype phase and lacks several functions:  A coordinate system to project images is not one of the moon, temporarily using terrestrial one. We will implement the coordinate system as soon as the new coordinate system reflecting recent exploration such as Kaguya and LRO has been announced.  We have no convenient system for uploading and arranging data. To place the data in server, we need the following procedure:
1. Prepare data (mosaicking preferred) 2. Upload data using FTP or SCP. 3. Write MapFile, a file which defines layer position and names. 4. Upload MapFile. 5. Prepare HTML file with JavaScript enabled using OpenLayers functions. 6. Upload HTML file. 7. Check whether HTML file, MapFile and images properly function. If not, make revision for these files. Such lengthy procedures are time consuming and deprive users of easy operation. Moreover, as we need to open FTP or SSH ports for data uploading, the policy that only HTTP port is using in WISE-CAPS cannot be ruled. The best way to solve this issue is to create automatic mechanism to upload data, create MapFile and prepare HTML files. We are now evaluating the system procedure and data flow for the uploading. Moreover, user account management system can be merged into this automated system.  The merit of WISE-CAPS is that, as this system is entirely based on open standards, we can make easy linkage with other system, exchange of data layers (using WMS function) and feature (using WFS function). Moreover, link with external system such as lunar object search system 18) can be realized using API (Application Program Interface), as used in Google Maps and Google Earth. The API is generally a form of JavaScript which interact between accessed programs and server system to transmit the data to the request from accessed programs (API is intended to be called from the program, not an Fig. 3 . Schematic chart which describes how the users are authenticated in WISE-CAPS system. Users' ID and password are processed at proxy server and it issues digital certificate automatically.
explicit invocation by users). If the WISE-CAPS has API, our data can be used with small steps (writing some JavaScript programs in users HTML files) to use. Such API system will widen the opportunity to use WISE-CAPS system in many situations.
The WISE-CAPS system is currently making successful installation as open-standard based system with easy navigation. The future goal is easy operation in all aspects for users, including data uploading and usage. The idea "easy-to-use in all aspects" is the base of the WISE-CAPS, and we will continue development of system to realize truly easy interface for users.
Conclusion and Future Prospect
We are now developing web-based data browsing and handling environment, called WISE-CAPS, using GIS platform. The prototype system now can zoom in and out image data in the web page seamlessly. Also the system has multiple layer display and transparency control function. Also, the WISE-CAPS system has its unique function, user access control mechanism, to protect data from other people in the server.
We also successfully implemented the data plotting system of Kaguya's LISM data using WISE-CAPS platform. This system can display SP profile of the pointed location in the map using web technology. Also, the enormous data of SP are integrated in the map so that we can click to see the profile in the WISE-CAPS display.
In future, the WISE-CAPS will have functions of basic analysis such as image rotation and enlarging. Such implementation will contribute to the system innovation as the collaboration and data sharing platform, not only the data browsing system. This means future figure of WISE-CAPS will be a kind of "cloud computing for research", all data will be on the server and no one needs to download and upload enormous amount of data.
However, current WISE-CAPS system is nearly same as conventional Web-GIS with some additions for handling of lunar and planetary exploration data. It is strongly necessary to evolve this system into "virtual laboratory" including on-web analyzing function and Web APIs to link with external web system and other analysis system.
The unique point of our concept is to realize all functions equipped in laboratory into the web. This concept started from difficulty for handling large amount of data. However, it will shape its proper challenge for creating a way to browse, analyze and store large scientific data. We regard our next challenge and start deliberation of system concept and framework. We will go forward for all-in-one Web-GIS system for advancement of lunar and planetary science.
